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Abstract

This study scrutinises approaches and thinking processes displayed by the elementary school students when solving real-world problems. It employed a qualitative inquiry to produce rich and realistic data about the case at hand. The research sample included 116 students. The data were obtained from written exam and semi-structured interviews, and they were analysed using content and discourse analysis methods. The results indicated that most of the students disregarded the real-life situations that the problems are related to. They displayed non-realistic approaches that included application of rules, procedures, and factual knowledge in a straightforward and uncritical way. Most of the students lacked the ability to use alternative approaches and appropriate strategies. Some constructed models of the problem situations, yet most of these students were not able to utilise these instruments as a conceptual tool to gain insight into the situations. Rather, models were used as part of the routine – rules, procedures and factual knowledge – that the students applied uncritically.
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Problem solving is considered the most significant cognitive activity in professional and everyday life (Jonassen, 2000). International documents suggest that problem solving should be used as an integrating theme in the mathematics curricula assuming that this could increase students' achievements in mathematics (Cockroft, 1982; National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM], 1989). It is indicated that students who followed problem-based mathematics curricula outperformed their counterparts both in mathematics achievement and in problem solving (Cai, 2003; Cai & Nie, 2007; Clarke, Breed, & Fraser, 2004). Problem refers to a situation in which the desired goal has to be attained but direct path towards the goal is blocked. It refers to a situation that requires resolution, but an individual sees no apparent path to the solution (Kulik & Rudnick, 1985; Orton & Wain, 1994). Briefly, if a situation causes cognitive conflicts in the minds of individuals it can be considered as a problem (Baki, 2006). Problem solving is a dynamic process in which students try to understand the situation, make a plan for the solution, select or develop methods and strategies, apply all these heuristics to get the solutions; and finally they check out the answers obtained (Barnet, Sowder, & Vos, 1980; Mayer, 1985; Polya, 1973; Schoenfeld, 1992; Suydam, 1980). In this process one may use various strategies (e.g., making a list, looking for patterns, working backwards) and different kinds
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of models (see Bayazit & Aksoy, 2008; Baykul, 2000; LeBlanc, 1977; Posamentier & Krulik, 1998). Mathematical problems are classified into two major categories: routine and non-routine problems. Routine problems can be resolved by the application of rules, procedures and basic operations that the problem solvers already know (Arslan & Altun, 2007; Mahlios, 1988). Non-routine problems causes great difficulties for students (Elia, Heuvel-Panhuizen, & Kolovou, 2009); this is because they do not have a straightforward solution; rather they request creative and critical thinking, employing alternative approaches and using various strategies and mathematical models (Altun, 2005; Inoue, 2005).

In order to solve such problems one may need to use metacognitive skills including self-monitoring and self-regulations (Hartman, 1998; Mayer, Sims, & Tajika, 1995; Nancarrow, 2004).

One type of non-routine problem includes real-world problems (Verschaffel, De Corte, & Verschueren, 1999). Their solution requests giving particular attention to real-life contexts that the problems are related to. Students need to utilise their intuitive knowledge and daily-life experiences to resolve real-world problems (Nesher & Hershkovitz, 1997). They provide an opportunity to apply mathematical knowledge to real-world situations (Brown, 2001; NCTM, 1991); it is for this reason educators suggest that real-world problems should be incorporated into the teaching of mathematics. Nevertheless, many researchers (Chacko, 2004; Greer, 1993; Reussner & Stebler, 1997; Verschaffel, De Corte, & Lasure, 1994; Yoshida, Verschaffel, & De Corte, 1997) have reported that students from primary school to university level display strong tendency to act non-rationally and exclude real-world knowledge from their solutions. They do not consider the factual relationships between real-world situations evoked by the problem statements and the mathematical operations they carry out. Three problems of this kind are given below (derived from Verschaffel et al., 1994).

1. 450 soldiers must be bussed to their training site. Each army bus can hold 36 soldiers. How many buses are needed?
2. Steve has bought 4 planks each 2.5 meters long. How many planks 1 meter long can he saw from these planks?
3. Runner Item: John’s best time to run 100 meters is 17 second. How long will it take him to run 1 kilometer?

These problems have in common the potential for the students’ responses to include some realistic considerations. A realistic answer is taken to mean one which pays some attention to just those sorts of realistic considerations that might characterise problem solving outside of the classroom. From this perspective, a realistic answer for the first problem would be 13 rather than 12.5. A realistic answer to the second problem is 8; because in reality one can saw only 2 planks of 1 meter from a plank 2.5 meters long. The third problem does not have a single correct answer; a wide range of answers considerably larger than 170 would be a realistic response to this problem. Yet, Verschaffel et al. (1994) reported that 49% of the students – the research sample included 75 students at the ages of 10-11 years – displayed realistic considerations when responding to the first problem. This figure declined to 13% for the second problem and further to 3% for the third one. These findings were replicated by many researchers who reported that not only elementary school students (Chacko, 2004; Greer, 1993; Yoshida et al., 1997) but also prospective teachers (Verschaffel, De Corte, & Borghart, 1997) try to solve real-world problems without apparent concern for what would be realistically meaningful outside of the classroom. These authors argue that this is a consequence of the way mathematics is traditionally taught in schools.

**Purpose and Research Questions**

A review of literature indicated that in Turkey a considerable body of research has been conducted to investigate primary school students’ proficiencies at solving routine problems (see Altun, 1995; Özsoy, 2002; Sulak, 2005) and non-routine problems (Altun & Memnun, 2008; Dönnmez, 2002). Yet, there is almost no research that examines the students’ performances in solving real-world problems. It is for this reason the present study takes the interest further and investigates elementary school students’ proficiencies at solving real-world problems. It attempts to scrutinise their capability at using realistic considerations, problem solving strategies and mathematical models. The study addresses the following research questions:

1. How successful 7th and 8th grade students are at solving real-world problems?
2. What sort of approaches and thinking do they display when solving real-world problems?
3. Do they use problem solving strategies and mathematical models; if they do so, how successful they are at using these instruments?
Method

Research Design, Sampling and Data Collection Instruments

The study employed a qualitative inquiry (Yin, 2003) to produce rich and realistic data about the case at hand. The research sample included 116 students from four different schools located in an urban setting in Kayseri. Of them 32 students were 7th graders and 84 were 8th graders. Data were collected through written exam and semi-structured interviews. First, a written exam that included six real-world problems was administered to the students (Table 1). To ensure validity and reliability issues all the problems were checked and revised in terms of content and language through a pilot study and in accord with the experts’ opinions. The written exam was completed within 45-60 minutes. Students were encouraged to provide reasons for their answers. Clarification interviews were conducted with four students after the written exam. The interviewees were selected based on the diversity of approaches and the quality of thinking that they revealed in the exam; accordingly one from low achievers, two from medium achievers and one from high achievers were involved in the interviews. In the interviews students were invited to resolve the problems one by one. Then, the line of inquiry developed in accord with the students’ responses and the aspects of clinical interview (Ginsburg, 1981) were considered to gain insight into the students’ thinking processes. Interviews were audio-taped and the annotated field notes were taken for consideration.

Theoretical Framework and Data Analysis

Overall, literature about real-world problems (Chacko, 2004; Reusser & Stebler, 1997; Verschaffel et al., 1994; Yoshida et al., 1997) and using strategies and mathematical models in problem solving activities (Lesh & Harel, 2003; Verschaffel et al., 1999) provided a theoretical basis for the data analysis. Several methods and techniques were used. Content and discourse analysis (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Philips & Hardy, 2002) were utilised to discern meaning embedded in the students’ written and spoken expressions. Data analysis was an iterative process that evolved gradually. First, students’ exam papers were examined and a summary of their answers to each question was written up. In-depth examination of the students’ responses continued and codes were established to identify approaches, strategies and models that they used when solving the problems. In the last phase of analysis a pattern coding was applied and the codes were collected under more general categories. Also, interviews were fully transcribed and considered line by line. A summary of students’ answers to each question was written up. These documents were read thoroughly a couple of times and, then, codes were established to distinguish sort of approaches, strategies and models that the students used. Repeated on different copies of the text this eventually led to the creation of three major categories: Realistic answer (R-A), non-realistic answer (N-R-A) and other answers (O-A).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. The Six Problems Used in the Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Short Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tablet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picnic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laundry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Realistic answers reflected rational contemplation and included an understanding of the real-world knowledge even though problem solvers could not obtain all the alternative solutions. Non-realistic answers displayed no understanding of the real-world situations elicited by the problem statements at all. Such responses resulted from using rules, procedures and arithmetical operations in a straightforward and uncritically way. For instance, the course problem (Table 1) has three different solutions. If a student obtained only one solution through arithmetical operations evoked by the problem statement (such that, 3+2=5, so Mustafa goes to course 7-5=2 days in a week) his/her answer was classified as N-R-A. If a student illustrated two or three solutions his/her answer was collected under the category of R-A. If the students’
responses included serious mistakes concerning problem solving approaches, methods, strategies, models and basic operations they were collected under the category of O-A. In addition, a fourth category was added, namely no answer (N-A).

Results

The research findings indicated that most of the students did not display realistic considerations when responding to the problems. They applied rules, procedures and factual knowledge without reflecting upon whether or not these were appropriate for the solution of the problems. The majority of them lacked the ability to use alternative approaches, authentic strategies and appropriate mathematical models. A summary of students’ responses to six problems in the written exam can be seen in table 2.

Table 2.
A Summary of the Written Exam Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Name</th>
<th>%R-A</th>
<th>%N-R-A</th>
<th>%O-A</th>
<th>%N-A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Field</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tablet</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picnic</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laundry</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: R-A: Realistic answers, N-R-A: Non-realistic answers, O-A: Other answers, N-A: No answer.

The table shows that less than half of the participants gave realistic answers to picnic problem. Nearly one third of the students demonstrated non-realistic approaches and identified the number of buses with the decimals like 9.5. The percentages of realistic answers declined to 19.8% for the laundry problem. More than two third of the students applied the idea of direct proportion uncritically and claimed that if 3 kg laundry dries out in 25 minutes 9 kg laundry needs 75 minutes to dry out in the same weather condition. Concerning the tablet problem the overwhelming majority (69.8%) ignored the real-life condition that there is no need to three hours time to take the first pill and claimed that one takes all the pills in 30 hours. This indicated again students’ inclination to apply proportional reasoning in a straightforward way. The remaining four items also required realistic considerations. Various approaches, several strategies and different kinds of mathematical models could be used to tackle these tasks; and two of them, course and queue problems, have more than one solution. Yet, again the vast majority of the students lacked the ability to consider realities of the daily-life situations that the problems are related to. Only one tenth of the participants gave R-A to the field problem. Working on a rectangular model these students partitioned the field into three square lands – one in 1000x1000 m² area and two in 500x500 m² area. Nearly half of the participants produced N-R-A and the majority of them (37% of the participants) employed the idea of greatest common divisor (GCD). 19% of the students displayed realistic considerations in responding to the course problem. Three quarter of the participants gave N-R-A and these all followed strictly a sequence of operations elicited by the problem statement and argued that ‘since Mustafa goes 3 days to art and 2 days to guitar courses he takes two days off in a week with the accompanying operations such that 3+2=5, 7-5=2’. Queue problem yielded no realistic answer. Those who produced N-R-A found out one of the solutions following strictly the way suggested by the problem statement such that 8+3+12=23.

The research findings also showed that the majority of the students had not attained an ability to use strategies and models properly. In responding to the field problem 55.5% of the students worked on a rectangular field model. However, less than one fifth of these students (10.3%) utilised these instruments as a conceptual tool for their realistic considerations and obtained three solutions following strictly the way suggested by the problem statement such that 8+3+12=23.
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Interview with four students produced results that complemented the findings obtained from the written exam (Table 3). Students acted more realistically when the problems included simple ideas and basic operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Name</th>
<th>Gökçe</th>
<th>Onur</th>
<th>Ayça</th>
<th>Alper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Field</td>
<td>R-A</td>
<td>N-R-A</td>
<td>N-R-A</td>
<td>N-R-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tablet</td>
<td>R-A</td>
<td>N-R-A</td>
<td>N-R-A</td>
<td>N-R-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course</td>
<td>R-A</td>
<td>R-A</td>
<td>N-R-A</td>
<td>N-R-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue</td>
<td>N-R-A</td>
<td>N-R-A</td>
<td>N-R-A</td>
<td>N-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picnic</td>
<td>R-A</td>
<td>R-A</td>
<td>N-R-A</td>
<td>R-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laundry</td>
<td>R-A</td>
<td>R-A</td>
<td>R-A</td>
<td>N-R-A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three students gave R-A to each of the picnic and laundry problems. Employing the idea of direct proportion Ayça claimed that if 3 kg laundry dries out in 25 minutes, 9 kg laundry needs 75 minutes to dry out under the same weather condition. On further probing she said: “... Ohh, I see [laughing], nothing changes, no matter how much laundry we hang out; it could be 3 kg or 9 kg; it does not matter, the time does not change...”. This exchange suggests that students are likely to revise their thinking when the problem contexts are very familiar to them. However, they had difficulties at producing R-A if the problems were cognitively more demanding. This resulted from their lack of flexibility at thinking and using strategies and models properly. None of the interviewees used problem solving strategies. Gökçe was the only student who gave R-A to the field and tablet problems. In both cases she worked on models and utilised these instruments as a conceptual to gain insight into the situations. This can be seen in the following exchange (Dialogue 1):

Int: There are ten pills here, so did not you multiply the time by 10?

Gökçe: It is not like that; actually we can see it here [on the model, see Figure 1]. ... there are ten pills; yet, here the important thing is the time between the pills; that is why I multiplied it by 9... this is the tricky point in this question... We do not need to wait three hours to take the first pill...

As to the course problem, Gökçe and Onur displayed realistic considerations while the other two claimed that Mustafa takes two days off, because he goes 5 days to courses in a week. Queue problem yielded no R-A. Gökçe and Onur worked on models while Ayça made arithmetical calculations. Following a sequence of operations evoked by the problem statement they claimed that there are 23 people in the queue. The following exchange indicates students’ lack of flexibility at interpreting the situation from different perspectives (Dialogue 2):

Int: Cannot you think that Aykut is standing somewhere on the left side of Nihat. Is not that possible?

Onur: How he [Aykut] comes before Nihat? Nihat is the 8th person from the start.

Int: Imagine that you are the 19th person from the end in a queue including 20 people. In this case, you stand at the second place from the beginning and many people come after you...

Onur: I cannot understand what you mean...[silence]... Do not you think my solution is more plausible... Here it is [pointing at the model, see Figure 2]... Nihat is the 8th person from the beginning and Aykut is the 12th person from the end... and there are three mode people in between...

Although Onur is given a suggestion as to how he could interpret the model from different perspective to obtain a realistic solution he is not able to do so. He continues to use it in a limited way that is actually suggested, implicitly though, in the problem statement.

Discussion and Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to examine problem solving approaches, strategies and models used by the 7th and 8th grade students when solving real-world problems. Our findings complement the
results of previous studies (Chacko, 2004; Reusser & Stebler, 1997; Verschaffel & De Corte, 1997; Verschaffel et al., 1994; Yoshida et al., 1997). Overall, the research findings indicated that the students excluded real-world knowledge and experiences from their solutions. They did not consider the factual relations between the real-life contexts elicited by the problem statements and the operations they carry out. Most students acted uncritically and applied their prior knowledge in a way evoked by the story of the problems. In the written exam less than half of the students displayed realistic considerations in responding to the picnic problem; however, this figure declined dramatically and only one fifth of the students gave realistic answers to each of the tablet and laundry problems. More than two third of the students misused their knowledge of direct proportion and produced non-realistic answers. Likewise, nearly one fifth of the students recognised that the course problem has more than one solution. The situation got worse when the problem requested more cognitive demands and flexibility in thinking. Only one tenth of the students displayed realistic considerations in responding to the field problem. Nearly half of the students produced N-R-A and with the overwhelming majority being inclined to use uncritically their knowledge of greatest common divisor. The queue problem yielded no realistic answer. The interviews with four students produced results that complemented the students’ performances in the written exam. Only Gökçe was consistent in her provision of realistic answers to most of the problems. The remaining three students took into account the realities of the problem context when the problem included simple ideas and operations. In other cases, they totally ignored realities of the problem contexts or produced no answer.

Students’ ignorance of the realities of the problem contexts appears to have some cognitive and pedagogical reasons. Our evidences suggest that most students display result-oriented, not process-oriented, problem solving approaches. The priority for them is getting an answer. They do not pay attention to the underlying meaning of the rules and procedures that they use. None of the students checked out plausibility of the answers they obtained, and this indicate their inclination to skip one crucial step of Polya’s (1973) acclaimed problem solving model – the so called looking back. Also, their written answers included no indication that they made attempts to incorporate critical and creative thinking into their solutions. Students’ concentration on the result but not on the process of solution suggests, indirectly though, that they possess a sort of misconception that every problem has only one solution (De Corte, 2000).

The research findings also provide us with some insight into the strategy and model use. It is illustrated throughout the result section that students were dependent upon rules, procedures and some sort of arithmetical operations. The majority of them did not use strategies at all. Making a table or systematic list could be an efficient strategy to produce realistic answers to the course problem; yet, none of the students utilised these instruments. In the written exam, less than one tenth of the students used making a list strategy in responding to the tablet problem, and these all produced realistic answers. This confirms the results of previous studies in that there appears to be positive relations between students’ capability at using strategies and their proficiency in solving non-routine problems (Cai, 2003; Kantowski, 1977). Mathematical models would enable students to identify key aspect of the real life situations that the problems are related to; thus they could enhance students’ realistic considerations (Blum, 1993; Blum & Ferri, 2009; Fischbein, 2001; Zbiek, 1998). In this study some students constructed models of the problem situations; however, a few of them were able to utilise these instruments as a conceptual tool to gain insight into the situations. The remaining encountered difficulties. Most of these students constructed inappropriate models – models were inappropriate because they lacked the content validity to represent the problem situations (Bayazit & Uğur, 2011) - and manipulated them as part of the routine. An analysis of the data sets indicated that construction of inappropriate models was resulting from the students’ lack of understanding of the problem situations, the so called cognitive models (Greca & Moreira, 2002). On the other hand, although some students produced appropriate conceptual models (Norman, 1983)- conceptual models included some kind of drawing that are visually capable of representing the problem situation – by intuition they could not use them in conjunction with the information given in the problem statements. These students were unable to revise their thinking by reflecting upon the models that they constructed (Dialogue 2). It can be concluded from these evidences that construction of appropriate models would be essential but not sufficient to raise realistic considerations. One needs to be capable of using such instruments in cooperation with the information in the problem statements so that she/he could develop more realistic conceptions for the solution of real-world problems.
In conclusion, the new Turkish mathematics curriculum (Talim Terbiye Kurulu Başkanlığı [TTKB], 2008) delineates problem solving as a process-oriented activity and suggests that teachers should appreciate what the students do in this process rather than the results that they obtain. It recommends that students should be allowed to work on the problems the solution of which requests being flexible in thinking, adopting various approaches, using appropriate strategies and models, and incorporating creative and critical thinking into the solution. Also, the new curriculum reflects Freudenthal’s (1991) idea of matematisation in that it greatly appreciates the transfer of knowledge from mathematics to daily life. However, the majority of the students in the present research have not attained learning objectives and standards set down in the new curriculum (TTKB). This might be resulting from the limitations associated with the textbooks and the classroom practices. Thus, the relationships between students’ performances at solving real-world problems and the way such problems are presented in the textbooks and classroom teachings need to be explored. This is the issue for further research.
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